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Due to the Holidays practice will not run 
on the following dates:

December 23, 24, 26, 31 or January 7th

Please mark these dates on your calendar! All other 
practices will run as scheduled unless there is 
cancellations due to weather.  

Redbird Diving Club

HS Girls Update:
Congratulations to Rachel 
Williams for her ninth place 
finish at the IHSA State 
Championships!! 

All of our High School girls 
had a great season and we are 
looking forward to great 
things to come in the future. 
Great job this season Ling, 
Emily, Alicia and Rachel! 

Holiday Club Schedule

How Much Do I Owe?
Diving 1x a week: $90/mo
Diving 2x a week:$150/mo
Diving 3x a week:$200/mo
Learn to Dive: $50/mo
Advanced LTD: $70/mo
Single sessions are $25/session
Need prorated amount?
Email Kristy at 
redbirddiving@gmail.com
Want a monthly invoice? Let us 
know!

Identifying the Dive

PAYMENT INFO:
Monthly fees are due at the 
beginning of the month. Please 
have checks in no later than 
the 10th of each month. Make 
checks payable to:
Redbird Diving
You may bring checks to club 
or mail checks to:
Phil Hoffmann
504 Grant St.
Normal, IL 61761

Dives are described by their full name (e.g. reverse 3 1/2 somersault with 1/2 twist) or by their numerical 
identification (e.g. 5371D), or “dive number.” Twisting dives utilize four numerical digits, while all other dives use 
three. Specific dive numbers are not random — they are created by using these guidelines:

1. All dives are identified by three or four digits and one letter.
2. The first digit indicates the dive’s group: 1 = forward, 2 = back, 3 = reverse, 4 = inward, 5 = twisting, 6 = 

armstand
3. In front, back, reverse and inward dives, a 1 as the second digit indicates a flying action. A ‘0’ indicates 

none. In twisting and armstand dives, the second digit indicates the dive’s group (forward, back, reverse).
4. The third digit indicates the number of half somersaults.
5. The fourth digit, if applicable, indicates the number of half twists.
6. The letter indicates body position: A = straight, B = pike, C = tuck, D = free.

Examples:
103C = Forward dive with 1 1/2 somersaults in a tuck position
401B = Inward dive in a pike position
5223D = Back dive somersault and 1 1/2 twists in a free position

Team Suit Orders
We will be placing an order for team 
suits on Thursday January 3rd. The suits 

will have our logo screened  on 

them and will come with a cinch bag. 
Please have your orders in before 
January 3rd, especially if you plan to 
attend our first meet on January 19th!
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